
 

   Class Notes 

Class:  VI 

 

Topic:  Chapter 05 & 06 

Multiple Choice Questions 

(To be written in science note copy) 

 
Subject: Science 

 

Chapter -05 (MCQ-HOTS) 

Q.1 Paheli bought some vegetables such as french beans, lady’s finger, green chillies, brinjals and potatoes 

all mixed in a bag. Which of the following methods of separation would be most appropriate for her to 

separate them?  

A Winnowing                                                                                                                  B Hand picking                                       

C Sieving                                                                                                                          D Threshing 

Q.2 Boojho’s grandmother is suffering from diabetes. Her doctor advised her to take ‘Lassi’ with less fat 
content. Which of the following methods would be most appropriate for Boojho to prepare it?   

A Filtration B Churning 

C Decantation D Winnowing 

Q.3 Which amongst the following methods would be most appropriate to separate grains from bundles of 

stalks?   

A Hand picking B Sieving 

C Winnowing D Threshing 

Q.4 During summer, Boojho carries water in a transparent plastic bottle to his school. One day he left his 

bottle in the school. The bottle still had some water left in it. The following day, he observed some water 

droplets on the inner surface of the empty portion of the bottle. These droplets of water were formed due 

to - 

A filtration and condensation B evaporation and condensation 

C evaporation and saturation D condensation and saturation 

Q.5 Paheli asked for a glass of water from Boojho. He gave her a glass of ice cold water. Paheli observed 

some water droplets on the outer surface of the glass and asked Boojho how these droplets of water were 

formed. Which of the following should be Boojho’s answer?   

A Evaporation of water from the glass.   

B Evaporation of atmospheric water vapour. 

C Water that seeped out from the glass.  

D Condensation of water vapour present in atmosphere. 

 

Chapter -06 (MCQ-HOTS) 

Q1. Which of the following is a reversible change. 

A Iron nails becoming rusty                                                                        B Bread turning mouldy 

C Water changing into ice D Paper burning into ashes 

Q2. An irreversible change takes place when- 

A Salt is added to water B Charcoal burns 

C Ice melts D An iron nail is magnetised 



Q3 When ice melts to form water, then a change occurs in its 

A Position B State 

C Composition D None of these 

Q4. Which one of the following is not a reversible change? 

A Boiling of water B Boiling of egg 

C Boiling of alcohol D Melting of wax 

Q5. Which one of the following is not an irreversible change? 

A Ironing of clothes B Baking of cake 

C Burning of wax D Cooking of food. 

HOTS - MCQ 

Q6 Salt can be separated from its solution (salt dissolved in water), because 

A mixing of salt in water is a change that can be reversed by heating and melting of salt 

B mixing of salt in water is a change that cannot be reversed 

C mixing of salt in water is a permanent ‘ change 

D mixing of salt in water is a change that can be reversed by evaporation. 

  

Q7 Iron rim is made slightly smaller than the wooden wheel. The rim is usually heated before fixing into the 

wooden wheel, because on heating the iron rim 

A expands and fits onto the wooden wheel 

B contracts and fits onto the wooden wheel 

C no change in the size takes place 

D expands first, then on cooling contracts and fits onto the wooden wheel. 

Q8 Pick the change that can be reversed from the following. 

A Cutting of trees B Burning of candle 

C Melting of ghee D Blooming of flower  

Q9 Rolling of chapatti is ___(i)______ and baking of chapati is ___(ii)______. 

A (i) –irreversible    (ii) reversible 

B (i) –reversible    (ii) reversible 

C (i) –irreversible    (ii) irreversible 

D (i) –reversible    (ii) irreversible 

Q10 Paheli mixed flour and water and (i) made a dough, (ii) rolled the dough to make a chapati, (iii) baked 

the chapati on a pan, (iv) dried the chapati and ground it in a grinder to make powder.  

Changes from (i) to (iv) have been identified by as following –  

 

(i) Making of dough from flour and water is irreversible change.  

(ii) Rolling the dough to make a chapati is reversible change.  

(iii) Baking the rolled chapati on a pan is irreversible change. 

(iv) Grinding of dried chapati in a grinder is irreversible change. 

 

Identify the correct option -  

A (i)- True   (ii)- False    (iii)-True    (iv)- False  

B (i)- True   (ii)- True    (iii)-True    (iv)- True 

C (i)- True   (ii)- True    (iii)-True    (iv)- False 

D (i)- True   (ii)- False    (iii)-Flase    (iv)- False 

# This content is prepared absolutely at home. 


